


Endpoint Monitoring

Syvir Monitor is a cloud tool that helps ensure 

your computer systems are running  reliably 

and that you spot any problems before your 

systems go down.

Syvir Cloud Monitoring

Syvir Cloud Hardware classes monitor the 

diagnostics of your endpoints for hardware 

faults and can warn you in advance if a 

particular component has a fault or issue.



Manage your endpoints from anywhere in the 
world.

Syvir Monitor uses AI Diagnostics and is 
specially designed for use by companies, MSPs 
and organizations.



Why use Syvir monitoring tools?

Highly customizable.
Unlimited scalability.
Cloud based…Just use your favourite device 
with a web browser.

Our cloud-based SaaS give you the flexibility to 
choose a monitoring solution that best fits 
your requirements.



We handle the hosting which gives you piece 
of mind…

Scalable, reliable hosting environment.
Instant access to new features.

You focus on your endpoints.. we do the 
hosting…
Setup requires no dedicated hardware. 
No need to find a machine with capacity or 
order new hardware.
Syvir cloud-based solutions are billed monthly.
You can switch between subscriptions 
anytime.. upscale or downscale.
You can cancel your subscription at any time.



Syvir Monitor

The modular Monitoring cloud solution.

Syvir Monitor is a cloud tool that helps ensure your computer systems 

are running reliably and that you spot any problems before your systems go down..

Manage your physical, virtual and cloud environments.

SaaS Cloud solution for MSPs and enterprise level.



Monitor your endpoints with Syvir Monitor

Syvir Monitor is a cloud tool that helps you monitor and manage your endpoints.

Endpoints monitored can be on a LAN, WAN or Remote.

Provides an overview of your endpoint’s health.

SYVIR system board shows you in graphical 

form what’s going on in the box…



Syvir Monitor - Diagnostics

Monitors your endpoints for hardware faults

Syvir Monitor Diagnostics sensors are the easy way to find out if any 

of your endpoints have hardware issues.

Endpoints are automatically scanned at hourly or longer intervals.

Data is transferred from the probe to the Syvir cloud.

You can then view diagnostic data from the machine.

Faults can be looked up with built in AI.

Syvir Monitor - Diagnostic sensors enables you to do automatic diagnostic checks on endpoints for hardware faults.

Combines AI to find out known issues with your hardware when a fault is found.

(Subject to component name returned).



Syvir Monitor - Inventory

Monitors important inventory hardware for changes.

Syvir Monitor - Inventory monitors your PCs hourly to spot any 

inventory problems and reports to you if something is found.

Alerts tell you instantly when Syvir Monitor - Inventory has 

spotted an inventory issue with your Network and remote Windows PCs.

Syvir Monitor - Inventory produces comprehensive reports on 

your PC and server Inventory.



WWW.SYVIR.COM
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